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We prove that there are only finitely many CM-fields N with cyclic ideal class
groups of 2-power orders such that the complex conjugation is the square of some
automorphism of N. Since their actual determination would be too difficult, we
only content ourselves with the determination of the nonquadratic imaginary cyclic
number fields of 2-power degrees with cyclic ideal class groups of 2-power orders.
There are exactly 22 such number fields, 10 of them having class number one, 9 of
them having class number two, and 3 of them having class number four. This pre-
sent determination is a nice complement to the determination of all nonquadratic
imaginary cyclic number fields of 2-power degrees with ideal class groups of
exponents 2 completed in an earlier paper.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We let N be any CM-field of degree 2n, maximal totally real subfield
N+, and relative class number h&N . We have
h&N =
QN wN
(2?)n
Ress=1(! N )
Ress=1(‘N +)
dN
d N +
, (1)
where QN # [1, 2] is the Hasse unit index of N; wN 2 is the number of
roots of unity in N; dN , ‘N and dN +, ‘N+ are the absolute values of the
discriminants and the Dedekind zeta functions of N and N+, respectively
(see [Wa, Chap. 4]).
We set ;N =1&(2log dN ), and we will take
=N =
2
5
exp \& 2?nd12nN + or =N =1&
2?ne1n
d12nN
. (2)
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We remind the reader that ‘N has at most one simple real zero in
[1&(14log dN ), 1[ (see Sta, Lemma 3]). Finally, for any number field K
we let Cl (2)K denote the 2-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group ClK of
K, and let h (2)K denote the order of the subgroup Cl
(2)
K .
2. A FINITENESS THEOREM
Lemma 1. Let Ki+2Ki+1Ki be a tower of quadratic extensions such
that Ki+2 Ki is cyclic quartic and such that Ki+2 K i+1 is (totally) ramified
at some finite or infinite place. Then the class number hi+1 of Ki+1 divides
that hi+2 of Ki+2, and we set h&i+2=hi+2 hi+1 . Now, assume that Cl
(2)
Ki+2
is cyclic of order 2ni+2. Then, Cl (2)Ki+1 is cyclic of order 2
ni+1 with
ni+1 # [ni+2&1, ni+2]. Hence, either h&i+2 #1 (mod 2) or h&i+2 #2
(mod 4). Finally, if j is injective and Cl (2)Ki+2 is not trivial, then h
&
i+2 #2
(mod 4).
Proof. Let N denote the norm map from the ideal class group of Ki+2
to that of Ki+1 . Since Ki+2K i+1 is ramified in at least one place, then
according to class field theory N is onto (see [Wa, Theorem 10.1]), which
yields the first result, and N clearly maps the 2-Sylow subgroup Cl (2)Ki+2 of
the ideal group of Ki+2 onto the 2-Sylow subgroup Cl (2)Ki+1 of the ideal
group of Ki+1 . Hence, if Cl(2)Ki+2 is cyclic of order 2
ni+2, then Cl(2)Ki+1 is cyclic
of order 2ni+1 for some ni+1ni+2. Let _ be an automorphism of order 4
which generates the Galois group of the cyclic quartic extension Ki+2 Ki
and take C # Cl (2)Ki+2 . Then
j b N(C)=C1+_2.
Now, let a be an odd positive integer such that C_=Ca (note that C and
C_ have the same order). Then we get
j b N(C)=C1+_2=C1+a2.
However, 1+a2=2b with b an odd positive integer. Hence, C # Cl (2)Ki+2 is in
the kernel of j b N if and only if C2=1. Therefore, if Cl (2)Ki+2 is cyclic then the
kernel of N restricted to Cl (2)Ki+2 has order 2, and we get the desired
results. K
Theorem 2. There exist only finitely many CM-fields N such that
(i) there exists a cyclic quartic extension NK with KN+N,
(ii) the ideal class group ClN of N is cyclic of 2-power order.
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Indeed, there exist c1>0 and c2>1 such that for any CM-field satisfying
(i) we have
h&N c1c
n
2d
0.01
N ,
and if N satisfies (i) and (ii) then h&N is equal to 1 or 2 (Lemma 1).
Proof. Set c(n)=max(2 log n, 12) and sN =1&(c(n) log dN )&1.
According to [Hof, Theorem 1 and Lemma 4], we have
Ress=1(‘N ){
5
6 (1&s)
5
6 (1&s N )
if ‘N has a real zero s # [sN , 1[,
if ‘N has no real zero in [s N , 1[ ;
(3)
and
Ress=1(‘N +)
{10e
28.3(1&s) d 0.479N+ (6.936)
n
e28.3d 0.479N+ (6.936)
n
if ‘N + has a real zero s # [sN , 1[,
if ‘N + has no real zero in [s N , 1[.
(4)
Now, assume (i) holds. Then we have
‘N (s)=‘N +(s) L(s, /) L(s, / ),
where / denotes any one of the two conjugate characters of degree one
associated with the cyclic quartic extension NK. In particular, any real
zero of L(s, /) is a double zero of ‘N . However, we remind the reader that
‘N has at most one simple real zero s # [s N , 1[. Hence, either ‘N + has a
real zero s # [sN , 1[, in which case ‘N (s)=0 and (1), (3), and (4) yield
h&N 
1
6e28.3 \
6.936
2? +
n d 0.5N
d 0.979N+

1
6e28.3 \
6.936
2? +
n
d 0.0105N (5)
(use dN + - dN), or neither ‘N nor ‘N + has any real zero in [#N , 1[, in
which case (1), (3), and (4) yield
h&N 
10
6e28.3 \
6.936
2? +
n d 0.0105N
c(n) log dN
. (6)
Since the right-hand side of (5) is always greater than the right-hand side of
(6), then (6) always holds, and we get the desired result with c2=6.936(2?)
by noting that we have c(n) log dN =O(log log dN log dN )=O(d 0.0005N ). K
Remark 3. We are indebted to [Gue] for the idea according which (i)
and (ii) of Theorem 2 imply h&N 2. This upper bound on h
&
N led us to
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come up with the finiteness in Theorem 2 and to the subsequent determina-
tion of all nonquadratic imaginary cyclic number fields of 2-power degrees
with cyclic ideal class groups of 2-power orders which will be carried out
in the following section. Note also that we cannot get rid of assumption (i).
Indeed, it is reasonable to conjecture that when p ranges over the primes
p#1 (mod 8) there are infinitely many imaginary quadratic number fields
Lp=Q(- & p)
and infinitely many imaginary bicyclic biquadratic number fields
Mp=Q(- &1, - & p)
with cyclic ideal class groups of 2-power orders. Indeed, for the quadratic
case we collected in [Lou1, Table I] numerical data related to this
problem. For the bicyclic biquadratic case, it suffices to note that whenever
CL (2)Lp is cyclic of order 2
np, since MpLp is an unramified quadratic exten-
sion, then CL (2)Mp is necessarily cyclic of order 2
np&1.
3. THE NONQUADRATIC IMAGINARY CYCLIC NUMBER FIELDS
OF 2-POWER DEGREES WITH CYCLIC IDEAL CLASS GROUPS
OF 2-POWER ORDERS
3.1. An Upper Bound on Their Conductors
Proposition 4. (1) (See [Lou3, Proposition A]). Let N be a
CM-field of degree 2n. Then ; # [;N , 1[ and ‘N (;)0 imply
Ress=1(‘N )
=N
e
(1&;). (7)
(2) (See [Lou5]). Let F be a real quadratic number field. If
‘F (;)=0 for some ; # ]0, 1[, then
Ress=1(‘F )
1&;
8
log2 dF . (8)
(3) (See [Lou2]). Set c=2+#&log(4?)=0.046... where #=0.577215...
denotes Euler’s constant. Let / be an even primitive Dirichlet character of
conductor f/ . Then
|L(1, /)|(log f/+c)2. (9)
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(4) Therefore, let N be an imaginary cyclic CM-field of degree 2n=
2m4, conductor f N , and (real ) quadratic subfield F. Since ‘ N +(s)=
‘F (s) >/2{1 L(s, /) where the product is over the n&2 nonquadratic
primitive Dirichlet characters associated with N+, then
Ress=1(‘N +)((log fN + +c)2)n&1, (10)
and if there exists ; # [ 12 , 1[ such that ‘F (;)=0, then we also have
Ress=1(‘N +)
1&;
2
((log fN ++c)2)n. (11)
Theorem 5. Let N be an imaginary cyclic number field of degree
2n=2m4 and conductor f N . Then, we have
h&N 
2=N
e(2n&1) \
- f N
?(log fN +0.05)+
n
. (12)
In particular, n=2 and fN 8700 imply h&N >2; n=4 and f N 4300 imply
h&N >2; and n8 and fN 2500 imply h
&
N >2.
Proof. We note that dN d N += f nN , dN  f
n
N , dN  f
2n&1
N , and
fN + fN . Now, we have
‘N (s)=‘F (s) ‘
/2{1
L(s, /)
where the product is over the nonquadratic primitive Dirichlet characters
associated with N. Since these nonquadratic Dirichlet characters come in
conjugate pairs and since L(s, /) L(s, / )=|L(s, /)|2 when s is real, then ;
real and ‘F (;)0 imply ‘ N (;)0. Note also that since these L-functions
are entire, then ‘F (;)=0 implies ‘N (;)=0.
First, assume that ‘F does not have any real zero in [;N , 1[. Then
‘F (; N )0, hence ‘N (; N )0 and (7) and the bound d N  f 2n&1N yield
Ress=1(‘N )
2=N
e log dN
=
= N
e(2n&1)
1
1
2 log fN
, (13)
and using (1), (10), and dN dN += f nN yield
h&N 
wN=N
e(2n&1) \
fN
?2(log fN +c)2+
n2
. (14)
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Second, assume ‘F (;)=0 for some ; # [;N , 1[. Then ‘N (;)=0 and (1),
(7), (11), and dNdN + = f nN yield
h&N 
2wN = N
e \
fN
?2(log f N +c)2+
n2
. (15)
Since the right-hand side of (15) is greater than the right-hand side of (14),
then (14) always holds and we get the desired lower bound (12) on h&N .
Finally, to get the lower bounds on fN , we use (12), note that wN 2,
and choose
=N =
2
5
exp(&2?nd12nN )
2
5
exp(&2?n- fN)
to get
h&N 
2
5e(2n&1) \
- f N
?(log f N +c) e2?- fN+
n
, (16)
which implies h&N >2 if n=2 and f N 23000; implies h
&
N >2 if n=4 and
fN 6200; implies h&N >2 if n8 and fN 2500; and implies h
&
N >2 if
n16 and fN 1500. Now, we use
=N =1&(2?ne1nd12nN )1&(2?ne
1n- fN)
and (14). We get h&N >2 if n=2 and fN 8700; h
&
N >2 if n=4 and
fN 4300; and h&N >2 if n=8 and f N 3600. K
Remark 6. First, let N be an imaginary cyclic number field of degree
2n=2m4, conductor f N , and of maximal real subfield N+ of conductor
fN + . The proof of Theorem 5 yields
h&N 
2= N
?e log dN
f n2N
(?(log fN ++0.05))n&1
. (17)
This lower bound (17) could enable us to alleviate the determination of all
nonquadratic imaginary cyclic number fields of 2-power degrees with ideal
class groups of exponents 2 completed in [Lou4]. Indeed, (17) is
roughly speaking seven fold better than the lower bound on h&N we used in
[Lou4, pg. 333]. Second, note how much simpler our proof is and how
much better our upper bound on fN when h&N 2 is compared to those in
[HHRW]. Third, note finally that in [Lou3] we proved that n=2 and
h&N 2 imply fN 10000 by proving that if n=2 and h
&
N 2, then ‘N +
does not have any real zero in]0,1[.
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3.2. The Determination of All the Nonquadratic Imaginary Cyclic Number
Fields of 2-Power Degrees with Cyclic Ideal Class Groups of 2-Power Orders
Proposition 7. Let N be an imaginary cyclic number field of degree
2n=2m4. Let fN be the conductor of N and /N be any primitive Dirichlet
character modulo fN of order 2n associated with N. Let GN be the genus
field of N. Then,
(1) (See [CH, Lemma 13.5].) QN =1 and jNN + is one-to-one.
(2) (See [Wa, Proof of Theorem 10.2].) If h&N #1 (mod 2) then hN
is odd and Cl(2)N =[1]. Moreover, exactly one finite prime p ramifies in NQ,
and therefore /N=p , where p has p-power conductor fN and order 2m.
Finally, h (2)N =[GN : N]=1. Therefore, GN=N is the Hilbert 2-class field
of N.
(3) (See [Wa, Theorem 10.4].) If KQ is a cyclic number field of
2-power degree such that at most (hence exactly) one finite prime p ramifies
in KQ, then hK is odd.
(4) (See [Gue, Propositions I.8 and II.5].) If h&N #2 (mod 4) then
Cl(2)N is cyclic non-trivial. Moreover, exactly two finite primes p and q ramify
in NQ, and therefore /N =pq is the factorization of /N where p
has p-power conductor and order 2ep dividing 2m, where q has q-power con-
ductor and order 2eq dividing 2m, and where max(ep , eq)=m. Finally, the
Kronecker’s symbol ( pq) is equal to &1 and h (2)N =[GN : N]=2
min(ep , eq).
Therefore, GN is the Hilbert 2-class field of N.
(5) In Cases 3 and 4, the ideal class group ClN of N is cyclic of
2-power order if and only if the odd part of hN + is equal to 1.
In particular, the 2-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of N is cyclic if
and only if h&N #1 (mod 2) or h
&
N #2 (mod 4), and in both cases GN is the
Hilbert 2-class field of N and we have h (2)N =[GN : N].
Proof. We only give a proof of the last part of point 4, different from
the one given in [Gue]. To start with, note that the extension GNN is an
unramified (at all the finite and infinite places) cyclic extension of degree
2min(ep , eq). Hence, 2min(ep , eq) always divides h (2)N . We use the notation of
Lemma 1 and hence set Km=N and let Ki be the subfield of N of degree
2i, 0im. Let i0 denote the greatest index i1 such that Ki is ramified
at most at one finite prime. Hence, i0=m&min(ep , eq).
First, assume i01. Then the class number of Ki0 is odd (point 3 of
Proposition 7), and according to Lemma 1 we have
h(2)N [Km : Ki0]=2
m&i 0=2min(ep , eq)=[GN : N]h (2)N .
Hence h (2)N =[GN : N]=2
min(ep , eq) and GN is the Hilbert 2-class field of N.
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Second, assume that i0=0. Then K1=Q(- pq) and since ( pq)=&1,
then the narrow class number of K1 is equal to 2 modulo 4, and equal to
the class number of K1 . Hence, here again according to Lemma 1, we have
h(2)N [Km : K1] h
(2)
K1
=2m&1 } 2=2m=[GN : N]h (2)N .
Hence h (2)N =[GN : N]=2
min(ep , eq) and GN is the Hilbert 2-class field
of N. K
Now, to complete the determination of Theorem 8 below we only have
to compute the relative class numbers h&N of the imaginary cyclic number
fields N of degree 2n=2m4 of conductor f N 8700 (Theorem 5), fN
being as in points 3 and 4 of Proposition 7. These relative class numbers
are easily computed by using
h&N =QN wN ‘
2m&1
a=1
a odd
\& 12f N :
fN&1
k=1
k/aN(k)+ (18)
(see [Wa, Theorem 4.17]). Moreover, we have QN =1 (point 1 of Proposi-
tion 7), and according to [Lou3, Lemma (b)] we have w N =2, except
when l=2m+1 is prime and N=Q(‘l), in which case w N =2l. Therefore,
if fN is as in point 4 of Proposition 7, then wN =2. Now, it only remains
to explain how we find all these possible N’s, fN being as in points 3
and 4 of Proposition 7. We only explain the most difficult case where fN
is as in point 4 of Proposition 7 (see [Set] for the case where fN is as in
point 3 of Proposition 7).
Let us first explain the case where f N = pq with p and q two distinct odd
primes. Write p=1+2vpp$ and q=1+2vqq$ with p$ and q$ odd. Let /p be
the Dirichlet character modulo p of order 2vp defined by means of
/p(gp)=exp(2i?2vp) where gp is the least positive generator of the cyclic
group (ZpZ)*. Let /q be the Dirichlet character modulo q of order 2vq
defined accordingly. The imaginary cyclic number fields of 2-power degrees
with conductor f =pq are the Na, b ’s of degree 2max(vp , vq&b) associated with
the Dirichlet characters /N =pq=/p/a2
b
q of order 2
vp with 1bvq&1
and a odd and 1a2min(vp , vq&b)&1, and the N$a, b ’s of degree
2max(vq , vp&b) associated with the Dirichlet characters / N =p q=/a2
b
p /q of
order 2vq with 1bvp&1 and a odd and 1a2min(vq , vp&b)&1. Second,
assume that fN =2kq with q an odd prime and k2. If k=2, then 2
TABLE I
2n 4 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 8 16
fN 16 32 5 13 29 37 53 61 41 17
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TABLE II
2n fN fN+ /N h
(2)
N 2n fN fN+ /N h
(2)
N 2n fN fN+ /N h
(2)
N
8 51 17 /3 /217 2 4 85 5 /5 /
8
17 2 4 48 8 /
+
16 /3 2
4 65 5 /5 /213 2 8 85 85 /5 /
6
17 4 4 80 40 /
+
16 /5 4
4 65 13 /25/13 2 4 119 17 /7 /
4
17 2 4 80 8 /
&
16 /
2
5 2
4 85 85 /5 /1217 4 4 40 5 /
+
8 /5 2 4 104 13 /
+
8 /13 2
which has conductor 4 is quadratic and odd, and q of conductor q is
therefore of order 2n=2m4 and q is even. Hence, q#1 (mod 2m+1)#1
(mod 8) and (2q)=+1, a contradiction. So, we have k3. Let /\2k denote
the primitive Dirichlet modulo 2k of order 2k&2 defined by means of
/\
2k
(5)=exp(2i?2k&2) and /\
2k
(&1)=\1. Since (2q)=&1, then q#3, 5
(mod 8) and vq=1 or 2. In particular, /q has order 2 or 4. Hence, if
fN =8q, then q#5 (mod 8) and /N =2q=/+8 /q . In the same way, if
fN =2kq with k4, then either q#3 (mod 8) and /N=2q=/+2k /q , or
q#5 (mod 8) and /N =2q=/+2k /q , /+2k /3q or /&2k /2q .
Theorem 8. (1) There are exactly 10 imaginary cyclic number fields N
of 2-power degrees 2n with h&N =1. Namely, those quoted in Table I.
Moreover, the class numbers of these 10 number fields are equal to one.
(2) There are exactly 12 imaginary cyclic number fields N of 2-power
degrees 2n with h&N =2. Namely, those quoted in Table II. Moreover, these
12 number fields have cyclic ideal class groups of 2-power orders h (2)N .
Proof. We must prove that the odd part of hN + is equal to one. If
[N : Q]=4, then N+ is a real quadratic field and hN + is easily computed.
For three of the four remaining fields, using Odlyzko’s bounds on dis-
criminants as in [Wa, Section 11.5] yields the desired result. Finally, for
the case fN =85 and /N =/5/617 , the tables in [Has] yield h N +=2. In fact,
these tables give the values of hN + for our four N’s with [N+ : Q]=4. The
results of our computation agree with those of [HHRW, Set and Yam]. K
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